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The question of whether the amalgamated free product of two domains is itself a
domain is considered. Some results analogous to group-theoretic approaches to the
zero-divisor conjecture are proved. A condition is introduced that guarantees that
the amalgam will be a domain. If, for example, R is a polynomial ring over the
domain T , then only minimal restrictions on how T embeds in S guarantee that
R# S is a domain. Q 1999 Academic PressT
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most famous open questions in group ring theory is the
Ž .zero-divisor conjecture ZDC , which states that if G is any torsion-free
group and F is any field, then the group algebra FG has no non-trivial
Ž .zero-divisors. A unique-product u.p. group is a group G such that if A, B
Ž .are finite subsets of G, then there is some ordered pair a , b g A = B0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that if a, b g A = B and ab s a b , then a , b s a, b . U.p.0 0 0 0
groups were invented in the hope of settling the ZDC using a strictly
Ž .group-theoretic property: if G is a u.p. group then for any domain D DG
is a domain; this is easily proven, mostly by using the u.p. property and the
Ž . Žfact that DG is free as a left and right D-module. In this paper,
``domain'' is taken to mean a not necessarily commutative nonzero unital
.ring with no non-trivial zero-divisors.
Many results about u.p. groups raise analogous questions about do-
mains. The purpose of this paper is to discuss how we might achieve results
w xanalogous to the results in 1 , but in the context of more general rings. In
particular, we intend to introduce some conditions under which we can be
assured that the amalgamated free product of two domains is again a
domain.
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2. NOTATION
Ž .All rings herein will be assumed to be associative with a non-zero
multiplicative identity which is respected by subrings and homomorphisms.
Fix R and S as domains and let T be a domain which embeds in both R
and S. We identify T with its image in R and S so that R l S s T.
In general, for rings R, S with a common subring T , the amalgam
P s R# S may not even contain copies of R, S, or T. To avoid this, andT
other possible complications, we assume that R, S are left and right free
as T-modules. That is, we can write
R s r T s Tr XX , B s r : j g J , BX s r XX : jX g J X , 4  4[ [j j R j R j
XJ J
1Ž .
X
X  4 X  XX X X 4S s s T s Ts , B s s : k g K , B s s : k g K .[ [k k S k S k
XK K
2Ž .
We also assume in what follows that 1 g B , B , BX , BX . We call R and SR S R S
factors of P.
Under these assumptions, R, S, and T embed in P; furthermore, we can
represent P as a right T-module which is free on a basis consisting of 1
and elements of the form
c c ??? c , 3Ž .1 2 ¤
Ž .  4with c g B j B y 1 , c , c never in the same factor. Elements ini S R i iq1
this basis will be called right monomials, and this representation will be
called the right representation of P. We can also define the left representa-
tion because P is left free on the left monomials
cX cX ??? cX , 4Ž .¤ ¤y1 1
X Ž X X .  4 X Xwith c g B j B y 1 , c , c never in the same factor.i S R i iq1
Ž .It is easy to see that P is also free as a left and right R resp., S
Ž .module. A basis as a free right R-module resp., S-module is 1 together
Ž .  4 Žwith the subset of right monomials as in 3 with c g B y 1 resp.,¤ S
 4. Žc g B y 1 . We will refer to this as the right R-representation resp.,¤ R
. Žthe right S-representation . The left R-representation resp., the left
.S-representation is defined similarly. Note, though, that the terms ``right
representation'' and ``left representation'' always refer to P as a free
T-module.
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< <The length of an element p g P, denoted p , is defined to be the
Ž .nsmallest n such that p is in the T-linear span of R j S . For example,
Ž . Ž .the length of the monomials in 3 and 4 is ¤ , and elements of T have
length zero. This definition is left]right symmetric, and immediately yields
that
< < < < < <If p , p g P , then p p F p q p . 5Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž Ž ..For p g P, we will use supp p resp., supp p to denote the set ofr l
Ž . Ž .right resp., left monomials that appear in the right resp., left represen-
tation of p. The length of an element p g P is the length of the longest
Ž . Ž Ž .. w xmonomial in supp p or supp p . In 2, 3 , where most of the defini-r l
tions here can be found, the word ``height'' is used instead of length. We
w xuse ``length'' to be consistent with the terminology used in 1 .
w x Ž .Following 2 , we say that an element p g P is pure of type ?, R if all
Ž .monomials of maximal length in supp p end with R; for example, if p isr
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .pure of type ?, R , p s ¤ , and the monomial in 3 is in supp p , thenr
 4 Ž .c g B y 1 . Similarly, if all monomials of maximal length in supp p¤ R r
Ž . Žbegin with S, then p is pure of type S, ? . We will see shortly that purity
.does not depend on writing p in the right representation. The other types
of purity are defined analogously. This definition is extended so that, for
Ž . Ž .example, if p is pure of type R, ? and of type ?, S , then we say that it is
Ž .pure of type R, S . Elements of T cannot be pure.
3. LENGTH OF PRODUCTS
In the context of the zero-divisor conjecture, much of the preceding is
Žsimple. For if we consider the group rings R s FG, S s FK , T s FH with
. X XH F G, K , we can take B s B s G and B s B s K ; the monomialsR R S S
Ž . Ž .in 3 and 4 are just the elements of G# K, thus we know thatH
Ž .P s F G# K . One of the main difficulties in extending to more generalH
rings is that if P is not a group ring, then there could be some p g P such
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..that card supp p / card supp p . For example, the left representationr l
of a right monomial might not be a left monomial.
We first consider the simplest cases of products within P.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let R, S, T be domains as in 1 and 2 , and let P s R# S.T
Suppose that c s c c ??? c is a right monomial of length ¤ with each1 2 ¤
 4c g B j B y 1 ; that d s d d ??? d is a right monomial of length wi R S 1 2 w
 4  4with each d g B j B y 1 ; that t g T y 0 ; and that p s ctd g P. Ifi R S
< <c g B and d g B , or if c g B and d g B , then p s ¤ q w. If , in¤ S 1 R ¤ R 1 S
Ž . < <addition, e s e e ??? e g supp p with e s ¤ q w and each e g1 2 ¤qw r i
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 4B j B y 1 , then c s e for 1 F i F ¤ . The corresponding result holds forR S i i
left monomials.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that c g B and d g B .¤ S 1 R
< < Ž .Certainly p F ¤ q w, because of 5 . We now proceed by induction on w.
If w s 0, then d s 1, and the result is clear. If w s 1, then td f T1
because d f T and R is free as a left T-module. Let td have right1 1
representation Ý dŽ1.t , with each dŽ1. g B . Theni i i i R
c ??? c dŽ1.tÝ 1 ¤ i i
i
is the right representation of p. Because td f T , at least one of the dŽ1. is1 i
< <not 1; thus it must be that p s ¤ q 1 s ¤ q w, and every right monomial
Ž .in supp p begins with c ??? c ; furthermore, every right monomial inr 1 ¤
Ž . Ž .supp p of length ¤ q 1 is pure of type ?, R . Note that this does notr
depend on the value of ¤ .
Now let w ) 1 and define p s ctd d ??? d . Suppose, inductively,wy1 1 2 wy1
< <that p s ¤ q w y 1, and that every right monomial of length ¤ q wwy1
Ž . Ž . Žy 1 in supp p begins with c ??? c and is pure of type ?, X wherer wy1 1 ¤
. < < < <X is the factor containing d . We need to show that p s p d swy1 wy1 w
Ž .¤ q w and that every right monomial in supp p of length ¤ q w beginsr
Ž . Žwith c ??? c and is pure of type ?, Y where Y is the factor containing1 ¤
.d . Choose some right monomialw
e s c ??? c dŽ e. ??? dŽ e. g supp p , 6Ž . Ž .1 ¤ 1 wy1 r wy1
< <with e s ¤ q w y 1. From the w s 1 case}which is applicable here
Ž .because e is pure of type ?, X and d f X}we know that there is somew
Ž . < < Ž e.f g supp ed such that f s ¤ q w and f starts with c ??? c d ???r w 1 ¤ 1
Ž e. Ž . Žd s e. Because f starts with e, it is easy to see that f g supp p aswy1 r
. < <there is nothing that can ``cancel'' f . Therefore, p s ¤ q w.
Ž . Ž . < <Finally, again using 5 , we see that for every f g supp p with f sr
Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ q w, there is some e g supp p as in 6 such that f g supp ed ;r wy1 r w
Ž .hence every such f begins with c ??? c , and p is pure of type ?, Y .1 ¤
A symmetric argument yields the final statement.
We can use this lemma and induction to conclude that the various
concepts of purity can be given characterizations depending neither on
choice of basis, nor on right versus left representation. For example, if
< <p s x y x ??? y for arbitrary x g R y T , y g S y T , then p s ¤ and1 2 3 ¤ i i
Ž .p is pure of type R, S .
Although it gets a little more complicated, there are some things we can
Ž .determine if equality does not hold in 5 :
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. Let R, S, T be rings as in 1 and 2 , and let P s R# S. LetT
Ž < < < <c s c c ??? c and d s d d ??? d be right monomials with c s ¤ , d s1 2 ¤ 1 2 w
 4.  4 < <w, and each c , d g B j B y 1 , and t g T y 0 . If ctd s ¤ q w yi i R S
Ž .2m or ¤ q w y 2m y 1 , then ¤ G m. Furthermore, if ¤ ) m, and
e s e e e ??? g supp ctdŽ .1 2 3 r
Ž Ž .  4 .such that e g B j B y 1 for all i, and e , e not in the same factori R S i iq1
< < < <with e s ctd , then c s e for 1 F i F ¤ y m. The corresponding result fori i
left monomials also holds.
Proof. If ¤ s 0, then c s 1, and the result is obvious; thus we may
 4assume that ¤ G 1. Without loss of generality, let c g B y 1 . Now we¤ S
proceed by induction on w.
If w s 0, then d s 1 and the result is once again obvious.
Suppose, inductively, that the lemma holds for w F k, and that d s d1
??? d . If d g B , then we are done by Lemma 1. So we may assumekq1 1 R
 4 Ä Äthat d g B y 1 . If c td s t g T , then ctd s c ??? c td ??? d ,1 S ¤ 1 1 ¤y1 2 kq1
and we are done by induction.
If, on the other hand, c td g S y T , then by the comment after¤ 1
< < Ž . Ž .Lemma 1, ctd s ¤ q k s ¤ q k q 1 y 2 ? 1 y 1 . That is, m s 1 F ¤ .
If ¤ ) m s 1 and c td g S y T , then use the right representation to¤ 1
write c td s Ý dŽ1.t , and¤ 1 i i i
t d d ??? d s f tX ,Ýi 2 3 kq1 i j i j
j
where the f are right monomials of length no more than k; those that arei j
Ž . Ž .of length k are of type R, X where X is the factor that contains d .kq1
Then
ctd s c ??? c dŽ1. f t .Ž .Ý 1 ¤y1 i i j i j
i , j
Ž . < < < <If e g supp ctd with e s ctd s ¤ q k, then there is some i, j such thatr
Ž1.  4 < < Ž . Žd g B y 1 ; f s k; f is of type R, ? ; and e s c c ???i S i j i j 1 2
Ž1..Ž .c d f . In particular, e begins with c ??? c .¤y1 i i j 1 ¤y1
A symmetric argument yields the final statement.
We can now use these facts about monomials to examine the products
Žof arbitrary elements of P. Most of the remainder of this section consists
w xof restatements of the results from 2, 3 that we wish to extend. They are
included for completeness and to help prove Theorem 7, but most of the
.proofs are omitted.
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Ž . Ž . XLEMMA 3. Let R, S, T be as in 1 and 2 , P s R# S, and p, p g P.T
Ž . Ž w x. < X < < < < X <i cf. 2, Theorem 2.1 . If pp - p q p , then either p is pure of
Ž . X Ž . Ž . Xtype ?, R and p is pure of type R, ? , or p is pure of type ?, S and p is
Ž .pure of type S, ? .
Ž . Ž w x. < < < X < < X <ii cf. 2, Theorem 2.3 . Suppose that p s ¤ ; p s w; pp - ¤
Ž . X X Ž X.qw y 1; a r g supp p , and r a g supp p are monomials of¤y1 ¤ r w wy1 l
Ž X X .maximal length with r g B , r g B ; r is the coefficient of a in the¤ R w R ¤y1
right R-representation of p; and rX is the coefficient of aX in the leftwy1
R-representation of pX. Then rrX g T.
Ž . Ž Ž .Proof. ii The proof of ii is included as it provides motivation for
. < X < < < < X <Section 4. Suppose that pp - p q p y 1. Because P is free as a left
and right T-module, it follows that ¤ , w ) 0.
Certainly, neither r nor rX are in T. Suppose that rrX g R y T. Then we
< X X <know that a rr a s ¤ q w y 1 by the comment after Lemma 1. If¤y1 wy1
Ž X X . < <e g supp a rr a , with e s ¤ q w y 1, then e begins with a byr ¤y1 wy1 wy1
Ž .Lemma 2. Since, by 5 and Lemma 2, there is no other way for e to
X X Ž .appear in pr a that might cancel this appearance , it must be thatwy1
Ž X X . < X X <e g supp pr a . In particular, pr a G ¤ q w y 1. Then wer wy1 wy1
X Ž X X . < X <have}in a similar manner}that if f g supp pr a with f G ¤ ql wy1
X X X Ž X.w y 1, then f ends with a and so it must be that f g supp pp .wy1 l
X< <Thus pp G ¤ q w y 1, a contradiction.
We also get:
Ž . Ž . XCOROLLARY 3.1. Let R, S, T be as in 1 and 2 . If p, p g P s R# ST
X X < < < X <such that p / 0 / p , but pp s 0, then p , p ) 1.
Ž .Proof. Suppose not. Because P is a free left and right T-module and
< < < X <T is a domain, it is certainly true that p , p ) 0. Without loss of
< < Ž .generality, we may assume that p s 1. By Lemma 3 i , p g R or p g S.
But P is free as a left R- and S-module, and both are domains, so we have
reached the desired contradiction.
w xFollowing 3 , we make the following definition: if A is a ring and B is a
subring which is also a domain, then A is said to be an inert extension of B
X  4 Xprovided that: whenever a, a g A y 0 such that aa g B, there is some
y1 X Žunit u g A such that au, u a g B. Note that this implies that A is a
.domain. For example, if D is a division ring and A is a D-ring which is
also a domain, then A is an inert extension of D.
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4 cf. 3, Theorem 2.2 . Let R, S, T be as in 1 and 2 . If
X < X < < < < X <p, p g P s R# S such that pp - p q p y 1 and S is an inert exten-T
Ž . X Ž .sion of T , then either p is pure of type ?, R and p is pure of type R, ? , or
Ž . < < < < < y1 X < < X <there is a unit u g U S with pu - p and u p - p .
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Ž w x.THEOREM 5 cf. 3, Corollary Following Theorem 2.2 . Let R, S, T be
Ž . Ž .rings as in 1 and 2 . Suppose that T is a domain and R, S are inert
extensions of T. Then P s R# S is an inert extension of R and S. InT
particular, P is a domain.
4. THE vnn PROPERTY FOR RINGS
Our goal is to get results that parallel those of the preceding section in
w x w xthe same way that the results of 1 parallel those of 4 .
Ž . Ž .Let R, S, T be domains as in 1 and 2 , and let S be an inert extension
X  4 Xof T. Suppose that p, p g P y 0 such that pp s 0. By Lemma 4, we
Ž . X Ž .may assume that p is pure of type ?, R and p is pure of type R, ? .
X X X Ž .Taking p, p , a , a , r, r as in Lemma 3 ii and a s a r s ,¤y1 wy1 ¤y1 ¤y3 ¤y2 ¤y1
aX s sX rX aX , we havewy1 wy1 wy2 wy3
ppX s a r s rrXsX rXaX q other terms. 7Ž .¤y3 ¤y2 ¤y1 wy1wy2 wy3
Ž . X ŽAs in the proof of Lemma 3 ii , for pp to be zero or, more generally, for
< X < . X Äpp to be zero , it must be that rr s t g T. We wish to create conditions
under which at least one term like a r s rrXsX rX aX cannot¤y3 ¤y2 ¤y1 wy1 wy2 wy3
be canceled by the ``other'' terms.
Ž . XIf S, T are domains as in 2 , we say B , B are vnn bases provided that,S S
Ž .  4 X  X XXfor any non-empty finite subsets B s s : i g I : B and B s s : i gi S i
X4 X  4 X  X X4XI : B with B / 1 / B , and elements t : i g I, i g I : T suchS i, i
X X ŽX X X X Xthat t / 0 if s / 1 / s , it must be that s s Ý s t s / 0. What wei, i i i i, i i i, i i
really need is that s f T , but it suffices to assume that it is non-zero. For
if s g T , then we can add, if necessary, s s 1 to B and sX s 1 to BX, andi i
X .X Xalter the choice of t for s s 1 and s s 1 to force s s 0. If S admitsi, i i i
vnn bases, then we say that S is a vnn extension of T. Note that by this
definition, if S is a vnn extension of T and s, sX g S such that ssX g T ,
then s, sX g T. In particular, if S is a vnn extension of T , then S is an inert
extension of T.
It is clear that if H - G are groups, then the usual bases of the group
ring DG as a free DH-module}right and left coset representatives}are
never vnn bases; for if g g G y H, then
g ? 1 ? gy1 q g ? 0 ? 1 q 1 ? 0 ? gy1 q 1 ? y1 ? 1 s 0. 8Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .In fact, it is not difficult to see that because of 8 , DG is never a vnn
.extension of DH.
The most obvious situation where the vnn condition holds is when S is a
w x  i 4 Xpolynomial ring over T. For let S s T x and B s x : i g Z s B ,S G 0 S
 i 4  4 X  iX X X4and suppose that B s x : i g I / 1 / B s x : i g I ; then
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Ž X . XX X Xdeg Ýs t s s i q i , regardless of the choice of the t , as long asi i, i i max max i, i
t X / 0. The same argument shows that skew polynomial rings, ori , ima x max
more generally, Ore extensions, are vnn extensions.
It should be noted that if S is a vnn extension of T , then it is not
necessarily true that all bases are vnn bases. For example, let T s Z and
w xS s Z x , the usual integer polynomial ring. Let
X  2 2 3 4 4B s B s 1, x q x , x , x , x . . .S S
Ž 2 .the usual basis with x replaced by x q x . Now let
 2 2 4 X  2 2 4B s 1, x q x , x B s x q x , x .
Then, since
Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž . 2x q x ? 1 ? x q x q x q x ? y1 ? x
2 2 2 2Ž . Ž .qx ? y1 ? x q x q x ? 1 ? x
2 2Ž . Ž .q1 ? 0 ? x q x q 1 ? y1 ? x s 0,
B , BX are not vnn bases.S S
One immediate bonus we get from the vnn property is a strengthening
of Corollary 3.1:
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6. Let R, S, T be as in 1 and 2 . If S is a ¤nn extension of T ,
X X X < < < X <and p, p g P s R# S such that p / 0 / p , but pp s 0, then p , p ) 2.T
Proof. We may as well suppose that pX is a right zero divisor of
Ž . Xminimal length. Then Lemma 4 tells us that p is pure of type ?, R and p
Ž . Ž .is pure of type R, ? . Choose a s a r s r g supp p , with¤ ¤y3 ¤y2 ¤y1 ¤ r
Žr , r g B and s g B , to be a monomial of maximal length. Here,¤y2 ¤ R ¤y1 S
.a or r might be 1, but not s because of Corollary 3.1. Define¤y3 ¤y2 ¤y1
Bs s gB : there is a monomial in supp p that starts with a r s . 4Ž .i S r ¤y3 ¤y2 i
Let r be the coefficient of a r s in the right R-representation of p,i ¤y3 ¤y2 i
and let r be the coefficient of a .¤
< X <Now suppose that p s 2. Define
BX s s XX g BX : there is a monomial in supp pX that ends with s XX . 4Ž .i S l i
Let r XX be the coefficient of s XX in the left R-representation of pX.i i
Consider
a r s r r XX s XX . 9Ž .Ý ¤y3 ¤y2 i i i i
Xi , i
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X Ž .If any of the r are in T , then the right representation of 9 containsi
Ž X.monomials of length ¤ q 1 which appear in supp pp , a contradiction.r
Thus we may assume that the coefficients of the elements of BX are in
Ž . XXR y T. Now, because of Lemma 3 ii , we know that each r r g T , and soi i
by the vnn condition, we know that Ýs r r XX s XX g S y T. Therefore, in thei i i i
Ž .right representation of the expression in 9 , there is a monomial of length
Ž¤ y 1 starting with a r . It is conceivable that a r s 1, in¤y3 ¤y2 ¤y3 ¤y2
Ž . X . Xwhich case 9 is all of pp . Because of the way that B and B have been
Ž X. Xdefined, this monomial must appear in supp pp . Certainly, then, pp / 0.r
< X <This contradiction is brought on by the assumption that p s 2.
< <A similar argument shows that p ) 2.
w xNow we can get the ring analogue to one of the main results in 1 .
THEOREM 7. If S is a ¤nn extension of T and R is a domain that is free
both as a left and as a right T-module, then P s R# S is a domain.T
X  4Proof. Suppose not. Let p g P y 0 be a right zero-divisor of minimal
 4 Xlength, and choose some p g P y 0 such that pp s 0. By Lemma 6, we
< < < X < Ž .know that p , p ) 2; and by Lemma 4, that p is pure of type ?, R and
X Ž . Xp is pure of type R, ? . We may assume that B , B are vnn bases.S S
< < < X < ŽFirst suppose that p , p s 3. We will see that this case is all we really
.need to consider. Define
 4  4r s : r g B y 1 , s g B y 1 and there is a monomial i i , j i R i , j S
in supp p that starts with r s .Ž . 4r i i , j
 X X 4X X XDefine s r similarly. Let r be the coefficient of r s in the righti , j i i, j i i, j
R-representation of p, and r X XX the coefficient of s X XX r XX in the lefti , j i , j i
X Ž X X X XX X XR-representation of p . Note that r g B , s g B , r g B , s g B ,i R i, j S i R i , j S
X .X Xbut the r and r can be any non-zero elements of R. Because ofi, j i , j
Ž . X  4 X XX X X XLemma 3 ii we know that r r s t g T y 0 for all i, i , j, j .i, j i , j i, j, i , j
Ž .Define r to be the sum of all monomials of length 1 in supp p l Rr
Ž . X Xwith their coefficients , and similarly define r as the part of p that lies
in R. For each i, j and iX, jX, define
r ? r X XX s r t Ž i
X , jX . q r t Ž i
X , jX . ,Ý Ýi , j i i k k
i k
r ? rX s t XŽ i , j.r XX q t XŽ i , j.r XX .Ý Ýi , j i i k k
X Xi k
Here, we insist that the r g B , that the r 's be distinct from the r 's, andk R k i
similarly for the r XX 's. We also note that it is possible that some of the t Ž i
X , jX .
k i
or t XŽ i, j. could be zero.i
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Now consider the product
r s r ? r X XX s X XX r XX s r s t X X s X XX r XXÝ Ý Ýi i , j i , j i , j i , j i i i , j i , j , i , j i , j iž / ž /
X X X Xi , j i , j i , j , i , j
s r s X r X .Ý i i , i i
Xi , i
Because of the vnn property, each of the s X g S y T. This is a sum ofi, i
Želements of length 3. Furthermore, if we were to write it in the right resp.
. Ž .left representation, there would be monomials of length 3 of type R, R
Ž . Ž X .Xthat begin resp. end with each r resp., r . This product is certainly noti i
zero. Therefore, if ppX is to be zero, there must be some other way of
X Ž .getting from pp a monomial of length 3, pure of type R, R .
In fact, the only other way to get such a monomial is via r ? r X XX s X XX r XX ori , j i , j i
X Ž .r s r r . Thus the sum of all length 3 monomials of type R, R isi i, j i, j
included in
r s X r XX q r r X XX s X XX r XX q r s r rXÝ Ý Ýi i , i i i , j i , j i i i , j i , j
X X Xi , i i , j i , j
s r s ? t X X ? s X XX r XX 10Ž .Ý Ýi i , j i , j , i , j i , j iž /
X Xi , i j , j
q r 1 ? t Ž i
X , jX . ? s X XX r XX 11Ž .Ý Ýi i i , j iž /
X Xi , i j
q r s ? t XŽ i , j. ? 1 r XX 12Ž .Ý Ýi i , j i iž /
Xi , i j
q r t Ž i
X , jX .s X X r X 13Ž .Ý k k i , j i
X Xi , j , k
q r s t XŽ i
X , jX .r X . 14Ž .Ý i i , j k k
Xi , j , k
Ž . Ž .The vnn property guarantees that 10 ] 12 resolves to
r s X r X , 15Ž .Ý i i , i i
Xi , i
Ž X.Xwhere s g S y T for each pair i, i .i, i
Ž . Ž .If we write all of the terms from 10 to 14 in the right representation,
Ž . Ž .then each monomial of length 3 of type R, R from 13 stands alone; that
is, none of the other terms start with r , and so these terms cannot bek
canceled. But each such term must be canceled to get ppX s 0. Thus no
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Ž . Ž .monomials of length 3 of type R, R can come from 13 . A similar
Ž .argument tells us that there is no such monomial in 14 . Therefore, we
Ž . Ž .must have some monomials of length 3 and type R, R in 15 that cannot
X < < < X <be canceled. This means that pp / 0 if p s 3 s p .
< < < X <Now let us return to the general case where p s ¤ and p s w can be
Ž .any length greater than or equal to 3 each . As usual, choose
Ž . X X X X Ž X.a r s r g supp p , and r s r a g supp p . In fact, de-¤y3 ¤y2 ¤y1 ¤ r w wy1 wy2 wy3 l
Ž .fine a s Ý p t , where the p include all monomials in supp p that starti i i r
Ž . X Ž X .with a with coefficients t . Define a similarly based on a . Then¤y3 i wy3
a s a p ,¤y3
aX s p XaX ,wy3
X Ž .where p , p g P have length 3 and are of type R, R . Because of Lemma
X < X <2, if there is any hope for pp to be zero, it must be that aa F ¤ q w y 3;
X < < < X <but since p and p are of the kind discussed above}that is, p s p s 3
Ž . Ž X.and both are of type R, R }we know that supp pp contains monomi-r
Ž . < X <als of type R, R . Therefore, aa G ¤ q w y 3.
< X <We may, then, assume that aa s ¤ q w y 3. Also, the right repre-
sentation of aaX contains a monomial of length ¤ q w y 3 that starts
with a .¤y3
Define
AX s p Ž i.
X
aŽ i.
X
,Ý wy3
i
Ž i.X Ž .where the sum is over all a of length w y 3 and type R, ? that occurwy3
Ž X. Ž i.Xas the end of an element of supp p , and the p are as above. Thenl
aAX s a p p Ž i.
X
aŽ i.
XŽ .Ý¤y3 wy3
s a pp Ž i.
X
aŽ i.
X
.Ž .ÝŽ .¤y3 wy3
Ž i.X Ž .Of course, each of the pp are of length 3 and are of type R, R , so
Ž Ž i.X . Ž i.X Ž . Ž Ž i.X . Ž i.Xeach pp a is of length w and of type R, ? . Thus Ý pp a iswy3 wy3
Ž . Ž X .of length w and of type R, ? , and supp aA contains monomials ofr
length ¤ q w y 3 that start with a . However, because of the way that a¤y3
and AX have been defined, there can be no other monomials of length
¤ q w y 3 beginning with a anywhere in the product of p with pX.¤y3
X X< <Therefore, pp G ¤ q w y 3, and in particular, pp / 0.
The vnn property is rather strong, and it is not a necessary condition; it
is a simple exercise to find rings R, S, T such that R# S is a domain withT
Ž .neither R nor S vnn over T even without inertia . However, it is not
Ž . Ž .enough merely to assume that there are free bases as in 1 and 2 .
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Consider the following example: Let F be any field, and T the free
algebra on the variables t , t , t . Let R be the F-algebra generated by x,1 2 3
y, z, and w with the single relation xz s yw. We make T a subring of R by
Ž .setting xw s t , xz s yw s t , and yz s t . Finally, let S be the F-alge-1 2 3
bra generated by a, b, c, d, t , t , t with the two relations at d s bt c and1 2 3 2 2
at c s bt d.1 3
It is easy to see that R and S are domains and that they are free as left
< < < <and right T-modules. In P s R# S, ax q by s 2 s wc y zd ; in particu-T
lar, neither of these elements is zero. However,
ax q by ? wc y zd s axwc y axzd q bywc y byzdŽ . Ž .
s at c y at d q bt c y bt d s 0. 16Ž .1 2 2 3
What goes ``wrong'' with this example is fairly straightforward. R is not
inert over T since we have that xw s t g T , but there is no unit u such1
Ž . Žthat xu g T. Also, S is apparently not vnn over T because of 16 . It is, in
fact, much more difficult to prove that S is not vnn over T because we
would have to prove not just that the ``obvious'' bases do not have the vnn
.property, but that no bases can be vnn.
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